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suede-like strands
of cowhide join the

leathers from
around the globe.

Traditional
European working

gloves made of
suede have been

replaced in the high
end hand tools
industry by this
new American
innovation. A

gripper made with
suede provides a

more secure,
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forgiving grip than
the silicon gloves
and velcro scraps
used in the past.
The protective

suede cover is held
to the palm and

back with two-way
stretch sewn

directly to the skin
and then finished
with hand-stitched
binding. Machine-

washable and
washable, this

lightweight, warm,
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and durable glove
is the best way to
stay comfortable

inside while
working with

leather tools.Q:
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This is my urls.py :
from django.contrib
.auth.views import
* from django.urls
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import * from
feeds.views import

* urlpatterns =
patterns('',

(r'^feeds/$',
feed_view, {'feed':

'posts'}),
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